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Abstract – The proposed block-based lossless coding technique presented in this paper targets at compression of volumetric medical 
images of 8-bit and 16-bit depth. The novelty of the proposed technique lies in its ability of threshold selection for prediction and optimal 
block size for encoding. A resolution independent gradient edge detector is used along with the block adaptive arithmetic encoding 
algorithm with extensive experimental tests to find a universal threshold value and optimal block size independent of image resolution and 
modality. Performance of the proposed technique is demonstrated and compared with benchmark lossless compression algorithms. BPP 
values obtained from the proposed algorithm show that it is capable of effective reduction of inter-pixel and coding redundancy. In terms of 
coding efficiency, the proposed technique for volumetric medical images outperforms CALIC and JPEG-LS by 0.70 % and 4.62 %, respectively.
Keywords – adaptive encoding, lossless compression, predictive coding, resolution independent gradient edge detector, volumetric data 
compression
1. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of digital medical imaging 
and scanning technologies, a huge amount of digital 
image data including MRI, CT, X-RAY, etc., is produced 
by various medical associations and hospitals. Images 
produced by advanced scanning techniques are of high 
quality with large image resolution and high bit depth 
of up to 16 bits. Such data is a series of image sequences 
and these medical image sequences necessitate large 
storage space [1], [2]. Medical applications like telemedi-
cine demand effective storage and a high transmission 
speed of images between healthcare associations [3]. To 
preserve storage space and bandwidth, an efficient im-
age compression technique is necessary. Compression 
reduces the image size by removing spatial and coding 
redundancy from the image. Different types of medical 
images with varying resolution, modality and bit depth 
require a common compression technique. Lossy com-
pression techniques provide high compression at the 
expense of image quality due to loss of information 
[4]. Lossless compression is mostly preferred for medi-
cal images, especially for diagnostic purposes, since 
there is no loss of information and the recovered image 
is exactly the same as the original image [5]. Transform 
based encoding techniques, integer wavelet transforms 
(IWT), fractal compression, and linear predictive cod-
ing [5-9] are different lossless compression techniques 
available in literature. The 2D lossless image compres-
sion techniques JPEG [10] and JPEG2000 [11], [12] are 
based on DCT and DWT transform techniques. However, 
the performance of transform based lossless compres-
sion technique is not appreciable for medical images. 
The predictive coding techniques perform well among 
lossless coding techniques for medical images as they 
provide efficient compression in terms of bits per pixel 
(BPP). CALIC [13] and JPEG-LS [14] are predictive coding 
standards for lossless compression of images. JPEG-LS is 
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a low complexity lossless compression algorithm, which 
consists of two independent stages called prediction 
and encoding. It is based on the LOCO algorithm and 
makes use of the standard median edge predictor (MED) 
predictor. The MED predictor removes spatial redun-
dancy from the image and it can be easily implemented 
but its coding efficiency is not very high. After predic-
tion, a Golomb code is used for entropy encoding of a 
residual image. A simple MED predictor and a Golomb 
encoder make the implementation of JPEG-LS less com-
plex. CALIC is another predictive coding lossless stan-
dard that uses the gradient adaptive predictor (GAP) for 
prediction and arithmetic encoding for residual image 
encoding. GAP efficiency in terms of BPP is high but it is 
computationally more complex than the MED predictor.
Many researchers have worked on predictive coding 
techniques for lossless compression of medical images. 
Avramovic and Savic proposed a predictive algorithm 
for the estimation of local gradients and detection of 
edges. Entropy analysis for different predictors is done 
after prediction for different images like CT and MRI 
[15]. Owen Zhao et al. proposed an efficient lossless im-
age compression scheme called super-spatial structure 
prediction [16]. The efficiency of super-spatial prediction 
is high for image regions with considerable structure 
components. Al-Khafaji  and Al-Mahmood proposed a 
simple fast lossless image compression method based 
on integrates multi-resolution coding along with poly-
nomial approximation of linear based to decompose im-
age signals followed by efficient coding for compressing 
medical images [17]. Jovanovic and Lorentz proposed a 
new lossless predictive coding method in which a pre-
dictor based on previously known pixel values is used 
to determine the order in which pixels are visited. Tests 
were performed on benchmark images and the results 
give similar or better results than standard algorithms 
like JPG2000 and median compression [18]. Song et al. 
proposed adaptive block size based spatial prediction to 
predict blocks and before quantization, a residual image 
is transformed by the lossless Hadamard transform to im-
prove the recovered image quality [19]. Song et al. pro-
posed an efficient algorithm based on irregular segmen-
tation and region-based prediction to improve compres-
sion rates for lossless compression of medical images. A 
hybrid method of geometry-adaptive partitioning and 
quad-tree partitioning is proposed to achieve adaptive 
irregular segmentation for medical images [20].
This paper presents an efficient coding solution based 
on predictive coding technique for lossless compression 
of medical images with varying image resolutions, mo-
dalities and bit depth. The proposed approach of predic-
tive coding includes the resolution independent gradi-
ent edge detector (RIGED) and block adaptive arithmetic 
encoding (BAAE) for efficient compression independent 
of medical image resolutions and modalities. The exist-
ing gradient edge detection (GED) [21] has a demerit 
of threshold selection for prediction removed by RIGED 
providing an optimum threshold value for spatial redun-
dancy removal. For removing spatial redundancy effi-
ciently, an optimum value of the threshold should be se-
lected to minimize the entropy value of the residual after 
prediction. No specific method is reported in literature 
for threshold value selection and the existing predictors 
are also dependent on resolution and modality. An opti-
mal threshold value that provides minimum entropy for 
varying image modalities and resolutions is provided by 
the proposed RIGED. For the purpose of removing cod-
ing redundancy, BAAE is designed that provides optimal 
block size for blocking the residual before applying an 
arithmetic encoder. The proposed technique is validated 
for 8-bit depth images along with 16-bit depth images.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 
2 describes the dataset used for this paper and a gen-
eral overview of a predictive coding technique along 
with the details of the proposed block adaptive arith-
metic coding (BAAE) and RIGED methodology. Lossless 
compression results on medical images are presented 
in Section 3, whereas Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. DAtASEt
The proposed algorithm is tested on a set of MRI and 
CT medical sequence images. All images in test set I are 
of 8-bit depth. 16-bit depth images are contained in test 
set II. CT and MRI medical images in test set I with the 
resolutions of 256×256 and 512×512 are collected from 
three different sources presented in Table 1. CT and MRI 
medical images with the 256×256 resolution are col-
lected from the Center for Image Processing Research 
(CIPR) [22]. MR images with the 512×512 resolution are 
obtained from Toronto Tri-Hospital MR Center with 1.5 T 
General Electric Genesis Signa [23] and CT images with 
the 512×512 resolution are collected from OsiriX [24]. 
Table 2 presents test set II containing 16-bit depth CT 
and MR images of different resolutions obtained from 
the Cancer Imaging Archive [25-27]. Table 1 and Table 2 
provide the details of images utilized in this research.













table 1. Test set I composed of 8-bit depth CT and 
MR images of 256×256 and 512×512 resolutions
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table 2. Test set II standard dataset composed of 
16-bit depth CT and MR images of different resolu-
tions





2.2. PREDICtIvE CoDINg tEChNIqUE
Adjacent pixels in 2D images are highly correlated 
to each other and this correlation is a measure of spa-
tial redundancy. In the predictive coding technique, 
this spatial redundancy is removed by predictors by 
predicting the current pixel and obtaining a residual 
value. The difference between the predicted image 
and the original image gives a residual image and bet-
ter prediction and results in a low correlation [28]. The 
efficiency of the predictor depends on the entropy of 
the residual image; the smaller the entropy, the bet-
ter the prediction. The residual image has less entropy, 
hence a smaller number of bits is used to encode the 
residual image. Statistical redundancy present in the 
image can be removed by encoders after prediction. 
The efficiency of the encoder depends on how well 
it reduces the code length of the residual image. For 
lossless compression of an image, prediction and en-
coding are the two important steps that finally provide 
the compressed image. A general block diagram of the 
predictive coding technique is given in Figure 1.
Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of the predictive coding technique
For compression of volumetric images, 2D predictors 
are operated individually for each image slice in the vol-
umetric image sequence.  Causal neighbours in the 2D 
image are commonly labelled as shown in equation 1.
XN = X [i, j-1], XW = X [i-1, j],
XNW = X [i-1, j-1], XNE= X [i+1, j-1]
XNN = X [i, j-2], XNW = X [i-2, j], 
XNNE = X [i+1, j-2]
(1)
Where, Xi,j = Current pixel to be predicted
N= North, W= West, NW= North West, 
NE= North East, NN= North-North, 
NW= North West, NNE= North-North East
Standard 2D benchmark predictor algorithms: MED and 
GAP are used for prediction in the lossless predictive 
technique; MED is employed with the JPEG-LS standard 
algorithm and the MED predictor makes the JPEG-LS 
less computational complex but does not provide high 
efficiency. On the other hand, GAP is more efficient than 
MED, but it is computationally complex to implement. 
GAP adapts itself to the gradients of the predicted 
pixel’s neighbour and it is a threshold based predictor 
with heuristic threshold values. A combination of both 
standard predictors results in GED that takes the merit 
of simplicity and efficiency from both MED and GAP
predictors. GED is also threshold based, just like GAP, 
but the threshold value is user-defined in case of 
GED [15]. In literature, different encoding techniques 
are available like Huffman, run-length, Dictionary, 
arithmetic and bit-plane coding, etc. In this research, 
arithmetic coding is utilized as it is the most efficient 
coding technique among other encoding techniques 
[29] because fewer bits are used to encode frequently 
seen symbols and large numbers of bits are used for 
rarely seen symbols.
2.3. PRoPoSED MEthoDoLogy
This section presents the details of the proposed 
technique for lossless compression of medical images 
with varying image bit depth, resolution and modalities. 
The proposed technique involves two interdependent 
techniques, i.e. the resolution independent gradient 
edge detector and block adaptive arithmetic encoding 
detailed in this section.
2.3.1. Resolution Independent gradient Edge 
 Detector (RIgED) 
The efficiency of the predictor depends on how 
effectively it can decrease the entropy of the residual 
image. Predictor efficiency can be improved by making 
it modality and resolution independent. The proposed 
RIGED is both modality and resolution independent. 
RIGED is an extension of the GED predictor that is the 
best combination of a simple algorithm and efficient 
performance in terms of entropy. The existing GED 
is threshold based, that is user-defined and there 
is no particular method to select the threshold for 
prediction [30]. 
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For perfect prediction, a particular threshold value 
should be selected so that the entropy of the residual 
image is minimized. The proposed RIGED is designed 
by selecting a common universal threshold that is op-
timal for different image resolutions and modalities. 
RIGED is also designed to deal with high bit depth im-
ages up to 16-bit depth because advanced image scan-
ning techniques produce higher bit depth images of 
large resolution. The threshold level for prediction of 
different bit depth medical images can be up to 2bit depth.
Spatial or inter-pixel redundancy present in an im-
age can be removed by predictors from the image. A 
common scheme for labelling causal neighbours in 2D 




Fig. 2. Common scheme of causal template for 
labelling neighbours
Referring to this causal template, the algorithm of 




if the difference of vertical and horizontal 
gradients is greater than a threshold,then the 
predicted pixel direction is west.
else if Av-Ah< -T ,PX=N;
if the difference of vertical and horizontal 
gradients is less than a threshold,then the 
predicted pixel direction is north,
else PX= N+W-NW,
(2)
where T=Threshold and Av and Ah are Vertical and 
Horizontal Gradients
T= 44 (Common threshold for every modality and 
resolution of 8-bit depth medical image)
T=768 (Common threshold for every modality and 
resolution of 16-bit depth medical image)
T=25 (32) specifically for resolution 256×256 
and 8-bit depth image
T=26 (64) specifically for resolution 512×512 
and 8-bit depth image
T=29 (512) specifically for resolution 256×256 
and 16-bit depth image
T=210 (1024) specifically for resolution 512×512 





With proper selection of the threshold value for pre-
diction, RIGED provides perfect prediction with a low 
entropy residual image.
2.3.2.  Block Adaptive Arithmetic Encoding  
 (BAAE) 
Encoding is the second major step in the predictive 
coding technique to encode the residual image that 
provides compression in terms of BPP. The residual im-
age obtained by the proposed RIGED is divided into 
non-overlapping blocks before arithmetic encoding 
because there are different error probabilities in dif-
ferent image regions. Image segmentation is done in 
different block sizes ranging from 4×4 to 128×128 as 
shown in Figure 3. Blocks are classified into different 
groups on the basis of mean absolute error. Each group 
is encoded separately by the arithmetic encoder.
Fig. 3. Adaptive blocks with different sizes. 
(a) The size of block ‘A’ is 8×8. 
(b) The size of block ‘B’ is 16×16.  
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Empirical analysis is done for different block sizes and 
finally an optimal block size is selected after calculating 
the BPP values for the complete dataset. Overhead is 
important at the decoder side to decompress the image. 
Calculated overhead provides the side information of 
blocks. This overhead information is also considered for 
overall BPP calculation of the encoded residual image. 
The overall BPP is calculated by adding the overhead 
information and bit-stream of the encoded residual 
image.
2.3.3 Architecture of BAAE Employing RIgED Predictor for 8-bit and 16-bit Depth Images
The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 4.
Fig. 4. Proposed flow chart for the block adaptive arithmetic encoding technique employing RIGED
The proposed algorithm is a common solution for 
compression of different types of medical images with 
varying resolutions, modalities and bit depth. The pro-
posed BAAE technique employing RIGED is a 2D com-
pression process applied to volumetric medical images 
containing image sequences on a frame-by-frame ba-
sis. Each frame is predicted by RIGED and by subtract-
ing the predicted image slice from the original image 
we obtain the residual image with a lower entropy as 
compared to the original image slice. A lower entropy 
residual image is divided into optimal size blocks and 
blocks are grouped on the basis of the average of ab-
solute error. Further different groups are separately 
entropy-encoded by the arithmetic encoder to achieve 
a compressed image. For lossless compression of a vol-
umetric dataset, the overall procedure is repeated for 
the next image slices and a weighted average is calcu-
lated for the complete image set. The proposed archi-
tecture is not only applicable to low bit depth medical 
dataset but also to high bit depth (16 bits/pixel) medi-
cal images.
Performance of the proposed technique is evaluated 
by entropy and BPP values. Entropy is calculated after 
RIGED prediction and the overall compression perfor-
mance in terms of BPP is calculated after block-based 
encoding. Entropy describes the total number of bits 
required to represent image information [31]. The over-
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all compression performance is calculated and the data 
size of a compressed image depends on BPP and image 
resolution. A smaller number of bits required to store 
the compressed image shows a high compression ef-
ficiency. 
The compression ratio (CR) is inversely related to BPP 
values [32], [33].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, performance of the proposed algo-
rithm on medical images of varying bit depth, mo-
dalities and image resolutions collected from different 
sources is validated and discussed in terms of entropy 
and BPP values. The effect of an optimal threshold 
value for prediction and effect on the BPP value when 
the residual image is segmented into non-overlapping 
blocks before entropy encoding is observed for 8-bit 
and 16-bit depth images. A comparison of the pro-
posed algorithm is done with the results obtained 
for standard CALIC and JPEG-LS lossless compression 
techniques.
3.1. PERFoRMANCE ASSESSMENt oF thE  
 RIgED ALgoRIthM
Experiments were performed to test the proposed 
RIGED performance on a number of medical image 
slices of different modalities. Parameter assessment ob-
tained after the RIGED predictor on prediction perfor-
mance is analyzed for 8 and 16-bit depth images. The 
evaluated parameter is entropy at different threshold 
values for both test sets given in Section 2. The purpose 
of the proposed RIGED is to make the GED algorithm 
resolution and modality independent. The entropy of 
the original image and entropy values obtained for the 
residual image predicted at different thresholds for test 
set I (8 bits/pixel) are given in Table 3. A weighted aver-
age is evaluated for the complete dataset on the basis 
of the number of slices in every modality.
test Set I original Entropy
varying 2n t-Levels
8 16 32 64 128 256
CT_Aperts 2.7471 1.6423 1.6370 1.6345 1.6459 1.6534 1.6534
CT_carotid 3.9375 2.5570 2.5481 2.5521 2.5694 2.5772 2.5772
CT_skull 4.5983 3.6242 3.6171 3.6137 3.6251 3.6481 3.6525
CT_wrist 4.4068 2.2856 2.2551 2.2204 2.2323 2.2441 2.2466
MR_liver_t1 4.9023 3.4716 3.4607 3.4493 3.4520 3.4513 3.4511
MR_liver_t2e1 6.4190 3.7210 3.6962 3.6780 3.6805 3.6806 3.6807
MR_ped_chest 4.8892 3.3472 3.3360 3.3284 3.3306 3.3406 3.3430
MR_sag_head 4.3164 3.6042 3.6234 3.6397 3.6524 3.6591 3.6591
MR-SAG-T1 5.5833 3.3170 3.2969 3.2798 3.2736 3.2770 3.2784
MR-COR-T1 5.6467 3.4986 3.4610 3.4279 3.4091 3.4259 3.4270
CT_BREBIX 3.6900 2.8345 2.8373 2.8495 2.8390 2.8740 2.8872
CT_MAGIX 4.8084 2.4503 2.3745 2.3334 2.3196 2.3283 2.3292
Weighted 
Average 4.2283 2.8607 2.8451 2.8394 2.8368 2.8571 2.8637
Prediction performance observed from the results 
shown in Table 3 represent a significant variation in 
entropy values at different threshold (T) levels. The en-
tropy value at 23 is highest of the value 2.8607 and it 
decreases for a higher threshold level. There is a minor 
variation in the entropy value when T-level varies from 
25 to 26 quantified as 2.8394 to 2.8368, but increases 
after point 26 up to 28 for 8-bit depth images. As mini-
mum entropy values are obtained between 25 to 26, 
so T-levels after 25 are tested in the small difference of 
threshold value 16. The weighted average calculated 
for test set I at T-levels from 25 to 27 in the gap of 16 is 
shown in Figure 5.
It is clear from Figure 3 that there is a significant varia-
tion when the threshold value changes from 32 to 48 as 
ranging from 2.8394 to 2.83574, and after 48, entropy 
starts increasing. Threshold 48 provides minimum en-
tropy as shown in Figure 5, and deep analysis is done 
before and after 48 in the difference of 1 for the exact 
threshold point as depicted in Figure 6. For a clear dis-
tinction, the figure shows the weighted average value 
table 3. Entropy obtained by the GED predictor for 8-bit depth images at different T-levels on the basis of 2n
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Fig. 5. Entropy obtained by the GED predictor for 
8-bit depth images at different threshold values in 
difference of 16
Fig. 6. Entropy obtained by the GED predictor for 
8-bit depth images at different threshold values in 
difference of 1 
Fig. 7. Entropy obtained by the GED predictor for 
16-bit depth images at 2n T-Levels 
3.2. ExtENSIoN oF RIgED FoR 16-BIt DEPth  
 MEDICAL IMAgES
Designed for 8-bit depth medical images, RIGED is 
also extended for 16-bit depth because most of the im-
ages present higher bit depth up to 16 bits. The thresh-
old value is selected for 16-bit depth images ranging 
up to 216. A common universal threshold obtained for 
16-bit depth images is independent of image modality 
and resolution and different from the value attained for 
8-bit depth images. Figure 7 presents prediction results 
in terms of entropy for test set II.
Entropy values of the residual image at different T-
levels on the range of 2n as shown in Figure 5 shows 
that the entropy value is high at lower threshold values 
and with an increase in the threshold level for predic-
tion, the entropy value starts decreasing. Entropy at 
the threshold value of 23 is 7.02412 and after this point 
of the threshold, it decreases up to the T-level of 210 
(1024) and reaches 6.5871. Minimum entropy values 
are found between 29 and 210, so for an optimal thresh-
old value, RIGED is tested on different threshold values 
ranging between 29 and 210 at the difference of 128. The 
weighted average of entropy values for complete test 
set II is calculated for threshold values between 29 and 
210 i.e., at 512, 640, 768, 89 and 1024. 
Entropy obtained at varying threshold values for test set 
II are presented in Table 4, and a common threshold is se-
lected that is independent of image modality and resolu-
tion of 16-bit depth images providing minimum entropy.
of entropy for the complete set of 8-bit depth images 
with a varying number of slices.
After testing different threshold levels from 43 to 
53 for the minimum entropy value, it is observed that 
the minimum entropy value 2.83528 is obtained at the 
value of 44. There is a minor variation at the threshold 
values of 43 and 44 and after 44 it starts increasing. 
After empirical experimental and extensive analysis of 
the threshold value for prediction to achieve minimum 
entropy of the residual, the threshold value of 44 came 
with the lowest entropy.
test Set II original Entropy
varying threshold values
512 640 768 896 1024
CT_Lung 9.1207 6.0923 6.0837 6.0813 6.0816 6.0828
CT-Lung 7.9619 7.0347 7.0259 7.0022 7.0091 7.0127
MR_Breast 8.7692 7.1633 7.1508 7.1483 7.1533 7.1643
MR_Neuro 7.1152 6.4453 6.4444 6.4439 6.4461 6.4484
Weighted 
Average 8.2433 6.5968 6.5898 6.5808 6.5839 6.5871
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Results given in Table 4 show that the entropy value 
obtained at the threshold value of 512 is maximal and 
it starts decreasing by the threshold value of 768. The 
threshold value of 768 came up with a minimum en-
tropy value for 16-bit depth medical images and is in-
dependent of image resolution and modality. 
3.3.  PERFoRMANCE EvALUAtIoN oF BAAE 
T-values of 44 and 768 are selected pursuant to the 
proposed RIGED algorithm for prediction. After RIGED 
prediction of 8-bit and 16-bit depth images, the re-
sidual image is divided into different block sizes before 
encoding. The BPP value is obtained after arithmetic 
encoding for complete datasets given in Section 2 for 
different block sizes ranging from 4×4 to 128×128. The 
average of BPP values based on the number of slices is 
calculated and presented in tables 5 and 6 for 8-bit and 
16-bit depth images, respectively. 
It is clear from the results shown in Table 5 that the 
compression performance shows a significant variation 
for a different number of block sizes. The overall BPP 
values vary with varying block sizes when overhead is 
also considered. After experimental analysis on different 
block sizes for BPP calculation, the best block size which 
finally provides the minimum BPP value is selected. 
While considering overhead with the compressed 
image, the weighted average of the BPP value at the 
smallest block size of 4×4 is 2.50 and 6.05 for 8-bit and 
16-bit, respectively. After 4×4, BPP values decrease to 
2.31 for test set I and to 5.29 for test set II at 8×8. For a 
higher block size after 8×8, overall BPP value continue 
increasing for both medical test sets. This is due to over-
head information; overhead is large and code length 
is small for a smaller block size. The implication drawn 
from the obtained results is that when code length of 
a compressed image is combined with the BPP over-
head, then the minimum overall BPP value is achieved 
at an 8×8 block size. The BPP values obtained from the 
proposed technique show the same results for differ-
ent types of images contained in test set I and test set 
II. So, proposed BAAE employing RIGED gives optimal 
performance evaluation in the form of BPP, which is in-
dependent of modality and resolution used. 
test Set I
BPP for different block sizes
4×4 8×8 16×16 32×32 64×64 128×128
CT_Aperts 1.09 1.01 1.07 1.10 1.12 1.15
CT_carotid 1.69 1.67 2.08 2.13 2.15 2.18
CT_skull 2.88 2.60 2.87 2.91 2.93 3.01
CT_wrist 1.97 1.54 1.64 1.69 1.73 1.76
MR_liver_t1 3.38 3.02 3.21 3.22 3.24 3.25
MR_liver_t2e1 2.55 2.26 2.29 2.32 2.35 2.37
MR_ped_chest 2.71 2.60 2.62 2.67 2.71 2.73
MR_sag_head 2.75 2.50 2.52 2.56 2.58 2.62
MR-SAG-T1 2.55 2.78 2.88 2.92 3.01 3.04
MR-COR-T1 2.93 2.71 2.94 2.95 2.96 2.97
CT_BREBIX 2.60 2.45 2.63 2.66 2.71 2.76
CT_MAGIX 2.47 2.26 2.31 2.34 2.45 2.49
Weighted Average 2.50 2.31 2.46 2.49 2.54 2.59
test Set II
BPP for different block sizes
4×4 8×8 16×16 32×32 64×64 128×128
CT_Lung 6.10 5.40 5.42 5.95 6.00 6.05
CT-Lung 6.55 5.63 5.63 6.27 6.37 6.55
MR_Breast 5.61 5.08 5.10 5.52 5.75 5.93
MR_Neuro 4.77 3.90 3.93 4.14 4.36 4.58
Weighted Average 6.05 5.29 5.31 5.82 5.94 6.09
table 5. Compression results (in BPP) for a varying number of block size from the proposed technique for 
8-bit depth images
table 6. Compression results (in BPP) for varying number of block size from proposed technique for 16-bit 
depth images
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Comparative analysis of both cases, with and with-
out overhead consideration with code length of the 
compressed image for the calculation of compression 
in terms of BPP, is depicted in Figure 8.
Fig. 8. Variation of the weighted average of BPP 
values with and without overhead for 8 and 16-bit 
images at different block sizes
It can be concluded from Fig 6 that when overhead 
is not considered with code length, then the minimum 
BPP value is obtained at 4×4 and it continues increas-
ing for larger block sizes. When overhead is also consid-
ered with code length of the compressed image, then 
the minimum BPP value is obtained at 8×8. This is be-
cause code length increases and overhead decreases 
after 8×8, so when overhead and code length of the 
image are combined, then the minimum value of the 
overall BPP is obtained at 8×8 for both 8-bit and 16-
bit depth images. There is a significant difference in 
BPP values at 4×4, with overhead considered or not 
with code length of the compressed image. At 8×8 and 
16×16, there is a minor variation in BPP values and for a 
larger block size after 16×16, BPP values for both cases 
are almost equal because overhead BPP is very small 
for larger block sizes.
3.4. CoMPARISoN oF thE PRoPoSED 
 tEChNIqUE WIth LoSSLESS 
 CoMPRESSIoN StANDARDS CALIC 
 AND JPEg-LS
In this subsection, the performance of the proposed 
BAAE+RIGED technique is analysed by comparing 
compression results in terms of BPP with state-of-the 
art CALIC and JPEG-LS algorithms reported in the lit-
erature as shown in Table 7. Compression results (in 
BPP) using JPEG-LS and CALIC for MR and CT images 
of resolution 256×256 are provided by M.J Weinberger 
et al. [14] and CALIC Implementation [34].  BPP values 
obtained for MR images having resolution 512×512 
are provided by E. Puthooran et al. [32] using standard 
JPEG-LS and CALIC. Compression results obtained by 
standard JPEG-LS and CALIC for test set II are obtained 
by Lucas et al. [35]. 
table 7. Comparison of compression performance (in BPP) by using the proposed technique and the 
existing lossless coding methods for both test sets
Image Modality Sets
Coding techniques
CALIC JPEg-LS Proposed technique
CT_Aperts 1.00 1.06 1.01
CT_carotid 1.68 1.78 1.68
CT_skull 2.63 2.76 2.61
CT_wrist 1.55 1.63 1.54
MR_liver_t1 3.02 3.16 3.03
MR_liver_t2e1 2.27 2.42 2.27
MR_ped_chest 2.79 2.94 2.61
MR_sag_head 2.52 2.58 2.50
MR_SAG-T1 2.70 2.98 2.79
MR_COR-T1 2.51 2.72 2.71
CT_Lung 5.44 5.66 5.40
CT-Lung 5.81 5.80 5.63
MR_Neuro 5.12 5.30 5.08
MR_Breast 4.11 3.93 3.91
Weighted Average 3.64 3.75 3.59
The weighted average of the BPP value 3.59 is ob-
tained by the proposed BAAE+RIGED method and 
3.64 and 3.75 of BPP values are obtained by CALIC 
and JPEG-LS, respectively, for the complete medical 
test set reported in Section 2. Compression results 
in terms of BPP obtained by the proposed technique 
and standard techniques for a sequence of images are 
processed individually. The compression result of the 
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proposed BAAE+RIGED technique is better than stan-
dard techniques and the weighted average of percent-
age improvement is 0.70 % and 4.62 % over CALIC and 
JPEG-LS, respectively. Selection of an optimal threshold 
value to remove spatial redundancy and selection of an 
optimal block size to remove coding redundancy im-
proves the compression performance of the proposed 
lossless coding technique.
The proposed algorithm is also compared with some 
other lossless coding techniques for a 16-bit depth da-
taset. The graphical representation shows percentage 
improvement of the proposed approach over other 
techniques like CALIC, JPEG-LS, JPEG-2000, (JP3D) and 
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [35], [36] for test 
set II in Figure 9.
Fig. 9. Percentage improvement by the proposed 
technique over existing compression methods for 
test set II
It is observed that the performance of the proposed 
BAAE+RIGED is better than with other lossless coding 
techniques in terms of BPP. BAAE+RIGED perform 1.90 
% and 3.65 % better than standard CALIC and JPEG-LS, 
respectively. 4.99 % and 4.18 % of compression gain is 
achieved over JPEG-2000 and its 3D extension (JP3D). A 
comparison is also made with other coding techniques 
such as M–CALIC, 3D-CALIC and HEVC to analyze the 
performance of the proposed technique. The proposed 
technique is 8.64%, 5.52% and 3.47% better than M–
CALIC, 3D-CALIC and HEVC, respectively. Improvement 
in compression performance is due to optimal threshold 
prediction value and optimal block size selection for re-
moving interpixel redundancy and coding redundancy.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient lossless predictive algorithm 
is proposed for compression of volumetric medical im-
ages of 8-bit and 16-bit depth. The proposed algorithm 
is based on an optimal threshold value for prediction 
and an optimal block size for encoding a residual im-
age. The proposed technique combines the RIGED 
predictor and BAAE to achieve efficient compression 
results in terms of BPP and is resolution and modality 
independent. Superiority of the proposed technique is 
compared with standard techniques and our extensive 
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 
BAAE+RIGED provides better compression results than 
benchmark lossless compression algorithms JPEG-LS 
and CALIC. The proposed technique achieves percent-
age improvement of 0.70% and 4.62% for complete 
medical test sets over CALIC and JPEG-LS, respectively.
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